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A Graphical Solution for tne Complex 

Roots of Equations 
Chapter I  

Introduction 
1. Object of this thesis. 

I t  is the primary purpose of this thesis to out
line briefly the more important graphical methods of 
obtaining the complex roots of an equation in one 
unknown and to present a graphical method original 
with the author. 

2 :  Historical outline. 
Burnside and Panton m the 1912 Edition of their 

Theory of Equations say: "Little attention has been 
given by writers on the Theory of Equations to the ac
tual determination of the complex roots of numerical 
equations, ." Is a matter of fact,  however, a large 
number of methods exist for.determining to any desired 
degree of accuracy the complex roots of numerical 
equations. Horner's method, for example, can be 
applied as for real roots. Here, however, a first 
approximation to the complex root is necessary to start.  
This approximation is obtained usually by graphical 
means .  

I t  is true, however, that standard treatises on 
.Algebra give l i ttle space to methods for determining 
complex roots. Serret gives1 0 ,  an algebraic method 
based on Newton's» This he admits is very laborious 
to apply and he then gives another method and by i t  
solves z4-z+l=0 .  Without indicating how e quations 
of higher degree would be solved he leaves the sub
ject .  Weber14  does notgive even Horner's method 
for real roots. He d oes give, however, solution for 
trinomial equations due to Gauss* 'Neither Serret 
or Weber give any graphical metdods. 

Graphical methods of solution for real roots are 
numerous,.  Some o f these are very ancient * The 
graphical determination of complex roots was accomplish— 
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ed by P.: Hoppe at least as early as 1883.: Hrs method 

used one fixed parabola and determined the complex 
roots of tne cubic and the quartic .  

Tne most extensive discussion available of tne 
imaginary branches of tne quadratic, tne cubic, and tne 
guafctic is given by Phillips and Beebe in their Graphic 
.Algebra published in 188.2. While the treatment is • 
not designed to yield graphical solutions >;givi>ngjj? 
complex roots their work deserves mention here. No 
references are given and what part of the work is orig
inal and what taken from previous writers can not be de
termined. 

Various machines have been devised some of which 
may be used to determine the complex roots of cubics 
and quartics .  A paper* by Henry Cunynghame describing 
a mechanical solution of the cubic for both real and 
imaginary roots was read before the London Physical 
"Society December 1 2, 188*5. This was a modification 
of a method due2 8  to Mohge for obtaining the real roots 
of the cubic x®+px+q=0 by means of y»x8  and y>px+qa .O., 

On the same day C V., Boys described and exhibited 
to the same society2  a machine which would give the u  

roots real or complex of the quadratic .  It  is not at 
all  clearly described and the diagrams are incomplete 
and schematic..  I t  may be vaguely described as de
pending on balances, weights and a movable arm * 

To quote the author:.  "If a quadratic ax2+bx+c=0 

is to be solved; weights a, b, and c are placed in the 
proper pans and beam 2 is slid along until  beam 1 
shifts i ts position. The two places where this occurs 
are the two real roots of the quadratic »- When the 
quadratic has no real roots i t  can st ill  be employed 
to find the impossible roots of ^n equation as will 
be explained later." 

The author indicated how an extension of the for 
principles involved would design a machine^solving 
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cubics and Higher equations .  He remarked that for 
higher equations the increased friction would diminish 

:accuraxsy. 
"Schultze in hxs Graphxc .A lgebra (1907) gives a 

method for findxng the complex roots of a cubic which 
is not widely different from that given by Cunynghame® 
in 1885, Schultze also gives a method of solving 
the quartic for real roots by means of a parabola and 
a circle. This method was given earlier by Idler* 
Schultze, however, modifies the method so as to giVe 
the complex roots of the quartic when there are but 
two .  

The graphical determination of.the complex roots 
of a quadratic is simple. For this there are several 
methods some of which no doubt were devised before I 
those for the cubic and the quartic were worked out-
In spite of this,  however, l i t t le information could be 
obtained on the earlxer work of determining graphically 
the complex roots of a quadratxc-

The method gxven in detail in Chapter III is orig
inal with the author of this thesis. .A r ather extended 
search seems to indicate that xt is new? 

3. Classificatxon of Existing Methods *. 
1  In f(z)=0 let za .x+iy. Equate reals and 

imaginaries to zero. Construct the graphs of the two 
equations and determine the points of intersection. 

2  Same as (1) except z=r(cos x + i  sin x) :  

3 Construction of the real and imaginary 
branches of f(x) = y by plotting with reference to 
three axes in xsometric projection1 .7  ( 'Strictly 
speaking the method was not really applied to solv
ing equations but rather to representing the real and 
imaginary branches of y=/f(x) for real values of y). 

4 "Special methods:.  
(a) for quadratics- a fixed parabola and a / 

variable straight line. 

! 
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(b) for cubics -  a fixed cubic parabola 

y=.x* and a Variable straight l ine" 
(c-) for quartics -  a fixed parabola and a 

11 19 
variable circle also a method using a fixed para-
bola and a variable parabola5* 

5 Mec&anical methods by specially designed 
machines V* 

Chapter II 
4 Methqd_gf_ -Iatersectiaaa_ai_Qurxas_ia_ihS_ELsae 

Let f(z) =, 0 be tne ;  given equation and substitute 
x+iy for z,  Tnen separating real parts and imaginary 
parts we ;obtain v  

u « 0 
v •,  0 •V£V 

where u and v are real functions of x and y. 
If u = 0 and v =0 be plotted on rectangular axes the 
points of intersection will determine values of x and 
y ffhic-b makes z -  x + iy a root of f(.z) = 0 

This metnod soon becomes laborious and i t  is 
used mainly to obtain a first approximation of a com
plex root* This approximate value is of importance 
in the algebraic methods of Newton, Horner,;  Schroder 
and Weddle for computing complex roots of equations! 

(Polar Coordinated). 
Let f(z) = a0xn  + aixn^ + aax1 1^2- a.^. = • 0 
set z = r  (cos o + isin o). 
We o btain by separating reals and imaginaries, 
u = u(r,o) = a0rncos no + ai rn~" icos(n-l)o an= 0. 
v = v(r,o) :  = a0rnsin no + ai rn '" isin(n-l)o a^sino^O-

The chief advantage of polar over rectangular co
ordinates is tnat one can determine asymptotes to 
these curves and use tnem as aids in plotting. These 
curves have been examined carefully!?.so that plotting 
can be simplified by known results -

! 
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6.. Pictorial Representation of the Real and the Im
aginary Branches of y=f (x) for Real Values of y by 
Isometric Projection..  

(a) Method of Phillips and Beebe 
The cubic x3+ax2+bx+c=0.as put1 7  in the form x8+px+q 

=0., Then since changes in the value of q do not affect 
the shape of the curve three possibilit ies arise 

y=x3—nx 
y= ;x3-*-nx 
y=x3  

The first of these has two distinct "elbows" the second 
has none and the third is the limiting form of the 
other two., 

Let the roots of y=,x3-nx 
be x=,a and c+ bi 

Then since x3-nx-y=0 from the relation between the 
roots and the coefficients we have 

y=a(b2+c2),  
2b- a~0, 

and b2+c2—2ab=rn. (  

Assuming values for a the corresponding values of 
b and c can then be found.. 

To plot the points obtained and thus outline 
the graph they determine the authors use isometric 
projection4 7 . ,  The resulting view resemblex a per
spective view but is not one.,  The axes are drawn 
thus: 
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Laying off tne real and complex values ofAxA  on a 
uniform scale an excellent representation of tne real 
and imaginary branches and a clear notion of their 
relative positions is secured..  

In l ike manner graphical pictures of y=x®+nx and 
y=.x s  are obtained.,  

Tne quartic x4+aix8+aax8+asx+a4= 5 .0.,  
is put in tne form x4+ax*+bx+c= r .O 
.Again c does not affect tne sJaa&S o f tne curve.,  

The authors then consider tne-special case in 



which b=0.. These are 
4 2 y=x—ax 

y=.x4+ax2  

y=x4  

Let the roots of x4—ax^—y-.O 
be x=m+pi 
and x=-m+pi 
Then y^-Cm^+p2)2  

±a=.2p2-2m2  

Values are, now assumed for m and the corresponding 
values of y andp are computed..  

These values are plotted by the same method used 
for the cubic,.  

For y=.x*+ax2ibx the substitution of x=x/a is made 
and then the resulting equation is divided by a2 . .  

If  y l= f» and 2 =. ^ f*the fdilowing three groups 
result for b^.O 

yVx4-x a  

y*= x4^x2+2x 

yVx4+x2  y^=x4  

y 1= .x4+x2+2x y^=x +2x 
y1=.x4+x2-2x y1=x4~2x 

The first equation in each of )  these groups may be 
plotted as before.,  The authors then show how to use 
the line y=2x to plot the real part of the second 
equation of each group.. Then they show how to use 
y=-2x to plot the real part of the third equation of 
each group.. 

The imaginary parts of the graphs are obtained 
thus:: 

Since x3  is absent the roots of 
x4+ax2+bx=0 

have the form m+pi and -m+qi 
Bence the following relations are readily obtained for 
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y=x4+ax2*bx 
p2+q2-2m 2=.+i |  a-i  ) 
2m(p 2-q2)=.±2 (b=2) 
—(m2+p2) (m2+$j2)=y 

Assuming various values of m, p and q may first 
be found and ttien y can be obtained..  

The authors apply this method and give the graphs 
of;.  

y=x4±x2  

y=.x*-x ,- :{-x 
'fir • 

y?,x4-x2+2'§"~ x 
y=x4—x2+.,6x 

y=x4+x2+x 
The only equation beyond the fourth degree which 

is discussed are those1 7  coming under the form xn=,a..  
Here i t  is shown that imaginary branches are obtained 
by revolving the real curve about the y-axis to the 
positions i t  has reached. whan i t  has completed the 
n> "n^ n '  part of a revolution 

The quadratic, the cubic, the quartic1  and xn=.a 
are treated..  The presentation is mainly for pedagog
ic purposes..  For, this use i t  would gain immensely 

' if  a single method were given applicable to the cubic 
and higher equations. The many special cases into 
which the general cubic and especially the general 
quartic is broken up complicates the matter unduly..  
Then the method of symmetric functions of the roots 
used in the cubic and the quartic is excessively diff
icult if  not wholly impossible of applicationffor the 
general quintic..  Finally i t  is intended to display 
the character of the function y=f(x) rather than offer 
a means pf computing the complex roots of f(x)=0.. 
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6. ;  (b) "Schultze1  s Method 

This metbod for finding the complex roots of a 
cubic is an ingenioud modification of an older method 
due to Mongea s  for finding its real roots..  

Given axa+bx+c=0 (l);  
.Assume 3r=x a  (2) 
Then ay+bx+c=0 (3) 

Here the solution of the system (2), (3) produces 
the real roots of (l). .  If then the graph of (2) be 
permanently constructed the solution of any cubic so 
far as real roots are concerned is effected by draw* 
ing the straight l ine (3)..  

The complex roots are obtained as follows;? 
axa+bx+c=0 can be written 
a(x~*m) (x*+px+q)=0 if  m i s a real root of the cubic 

and x*+px+q=0 has equal roots, Now c onsider 

a(x-m)(x*+px+q+d)=0 (4) 
a(x-m)(x*+px+q) ^.0 (5) 

a(x-m)(x*+px+q-d) =0 (6fe-. 
The roots of the last three equations are 

respectively;; 
m, -g ± /r 

K- I " !  

», 4 4 /=i 

Hence the complex roots of (6) can be obtained by 
solving (4).,  
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If the three lines which solve (4), (5) and (6) 

are (c),  (b), and (a),  

Schultz proved:; 
(1) The coordinates of P are (m, m3) 
(2) That CD = CE 
(3) Line (b) is tangent to the cubic parabola 
(4) The abscissas of D, €, and E are -  Hence 

EF = |  P P  

Instead then of finding intersections corresponding 
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to line (c) we-find the real intersections of line (a), 
and the cubic parabola..  

This method in sharp contrast with that of Phillips 
and Beebe is primarily for purposes of solution..  One 
can find complex roots by this process without having 
any conception of the complex branches of the cubic, in 
fact without knowing that they exist.  

For the quartic Schultze gives the following meth
od-. '  

Given x4+bx*+cx+d = 0 
Ste ma y write x4+(b-l)xa+xa+cx+d = 0 
Let y -  xa  

Then ya+(b-i)y+aa+Cx+d =. 0 

The solution of the system (9), (10) is the sol
ution of (8). But (9) is a parabola and (10) is a: 
circle. Therefore the intersections of a parabola 
and a circle give all  the real roots of (8). Form
ulas for the center and radius of the circle are de
duced making the solution easy of application..  

Schultze gives an original modification of this 
method similar to that for the cubic which determines 
the complex roots provided there are but two.. The 
case of the quartic where all  the roots are complex 
is not discussed..  Evidently the author was unable io 
modify the method to solve this last case. 

Schultze"1  s methods as far as real roots are con
cerned. are not new.. The method for the cubic is due 
to Monge. The method for the quartic is the same as 
that given by .Adier. 

With regard to complex roots his method for the 
cubic is akin to that given by Cunynghaiae in 1885., 
Schuitze's method of obtaining the complex roots of a 
quartic ih ve ry elegant. Both of these he claims as 
original. .  They seem to be both original and news-

(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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Chapter III v  

7. Method of Projecting the Imaginary Branches of 
y=f(x) on the xy plane and on the Iy plane. General 
description of the method., 

Two axes suffice to represent y=f(x) for real 
values of x and of y..  For complex values of x and 
real values of y these axes are necessary. 

Suppose y= f(x) is satisfied 
by (A) x=g±i and (B) x=^+2jii 

Then the points A are graphed as in the figure and 
the points B as indicated..  

I 
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Essentially this means that a point has three co

ordinates as in ordinary analytic geometry..  
* * * * * * * * * * * *  

The equation 
f(x)=aoXn+aixn~"^ -  an~ 0 (l) 

may have complex coefficients. In that case 
f(x) = F(x);+iG(x)'= 0 (2) 

Multiplying both members of (2) by 
F(x)~-tG(x) gives 
(F(x) ) a+(G(x) )* = 0 (3) 

Now t he roots of (1) are among the roots of (3) 
and the latter has real coefficients..  Therefore in 
what follows the coefficients will be real numbers..  

Let i t  be assumed that i t  is possible to find 
fiaa&l&x values of x for rssl values of y in 

y=aoXn+aiXn~A  an  

Later i t  will be shown how the equivalent of this may 
*• V j< 

be done..  Since (4) is satisfied by either real or 
complex values of x and real values of y, if  we locate 
points as indicated on the preceding page, the resulting 
graph will be a space curve. Moreover since we have 
the theorem:: 

"If a+ib is a root of an equation f(x) ~ 0 then 
a-ib is also a root. ," 
i t  follows that the imaginary branches of (4) will be 
symmetric with the xy plane,/ 

Hence;; 

iS-d£ismiBsd„Ey^tha-RrdasallfijLJiLJaia^iaia£inai:ywk£an£n£s 
nagQ«£Bat-.B. ' iaaa. ,y, 

Here y=fi(a) really is equivalent to 
y=.4(x) 
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JUL so-.:  

• ,  

(B) Ihgse.,  value s_wftich_b_m ay_h ay e_i£.„a^b_sati sfies 
L4l_Iie_in_a_r||;L.curve_fiibi_ia_tti&„Iz_52.1ang^iv]li£a^3.S 
thg projection of tne Imaginary bramch^uponthatplane..  

Here y =; f 2(b). .  
If the two equations y=fi(a'} and y = f2(b) :  can 

be obtained f6r any equation as (4) :  then the construct
ion of their graphs gives the roots of fi(a) = 0 and 
f2(b) : s=. 0 ,.  These roots properly associated are the 
complex roots of (4)» 

The equations for "a" and for "b" can be found as 
follows-.;  

Given y=f(x) (4)-
, Le t x=a+ib (5) 

Substituting from (5) in (4) and separating reals 
and imaginaries we obtain 

Fi( aj.b )*=!() (6) 
\  Fs(a^b)=0 .  (7) 

By Sylvester*1  s method of elimination i t  is always 
possible to eliminate either a or b between (6) and (7).,  
This gives 

£.i(.a)f. .O (8) 
,f 2.(b)'fp !*• (9) 

Tbe last two equations are tne equations^of the two 
cylinders whose intersection determine*in space the 
imaginary branches of y=f (x)..  

We notf construct the real graphs of 
y=.fi(a) (10) 
y=f«(b) (11) :  

As has been observed fi(a) is really fi(x) hence 
(10)^ may be plotted on the x and y axes with the orig
inal equation y=,f(x)..  

For plotting (11)'  two courses are open:: 
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(a)- We may rotate the Iy plane about the y-axis 
into coincidence with the xy plane..  This means that 
the three curves 

y=f(x), y=fi(a)> and y=.fi '(b) would be 
plotted on the same axes.,  Some color scheme or other 
plan of marking the curves to distinguish them would 
be desirable if not actually necessary.,  

(b) Since the curves would overlap in the preceding 
method we may avoid any confusion by jhaving two sets 1 * -

of axes side by side -  the y-axes parallel and the 
"b" axis being a continuation of the x-axis as il lus
trated in the adjacent figure which is for a cubic.,  
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Ttie points where the graph of (10)/ cuts the 

x-axis give the real part of the complex roots,;  and 
the points in which the graph of (11) cuts the I or 
b-axis gives the real coefficient of the imaginary 
part. ,  Thus we obtain one pair of complex roots 
a+bi.,  The real roots come from the graph of y=f(x) (4) 

Hence the graphs of (10), (11), and (4) give 
all  the roots, real and complex of Jl)V 

THE QUADRATIC 

Let ax2+bx+c=,0 be put in the form 
x2+px+q=0 (1) 

Set x2+px+q=y (2) 
.Assume x=a+bi (3) 
Then 

a2+2abi-b 2+pa+pbi + q=y (4) 
Hence a2-b 2+pa+q+y=0 (5) 
and 2ab+pb=0 (6) 
from (6) a=r r  

2 $ 
from (5) and (7) y=- + q ~ b2  (8) :  

Then 
2 

The real graph of ( l) is a parabola.,  The imag
inary part of the graph is obtained by assigning to 
y values = <(£ - + q)«. The imaginary branch is a plane 
curve. I t  i l  a parabola lying in the plane x=, -  £ 

• '  p  2 
(or a= - -) :  and has the same vertex and axis as the 

2 
real branch., 

,A p ictorial representation of the complete graph 
of y=x2-4x+8 is given in the next drawing—the imaginary 
branch being in red..  



Pictorial View of fhe Complete Graph of 
y = x — 4x +8 
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The projection of tne imaginary branch on the Iy 

plane is obviously a parabola (8) and is so easily 
obtained that,  it  will not be given.,  

THE CU BIC 

Let ax8+bx2+cx+d = 0 be put in the form 
x8+px+q = 0 (1) 

Set x8+px+q = y ( 2 )  
Substituting x = a+bi (3) 
gives . 

a s-3ab2+pa+q-y = 0 (4) 
and 3a2b-b8+pb = 0 (5) 

from (5) a = + • h2rp.„ (6) :  

from (4) and (6), y = q~8a a-2ap (7) :  

from (6) and (7), /  
y= q± I  TEfEr (p-4b2(8) 

3 * 3 
* *  *  *  

Here the graph of (2) is the real branch giving 
all  the real roots which exist, .  

The graph of (7) gives (x being the same as a) 
a real cubic curve which is the projection ofjthe imf 
ami nary branches on the xy plane where the graph pcf 
(7) crosses the x-axis gives the value of a in the 
complex roots a+bi of (l),L 

This value of a substituted in (6) gives b of the 
complex roots of (1). ,  Or we may construct the graph 
of (8) on the 1 and k axes and obtain the projection 

of the imaginary branch of the curve.,  

In the figure of page .22 a pictorial representation 
is given for all  the curves connected with 

y=xa-2x-4 (9) 
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except tbat defined by equation (8)'  

The figure of page 24 gives the xy and the Iy 
planes side by side,,  and upon them are shown the real 
graph of (9) and the projection of i ts imaginary branches 
on the two planes.,  

•  #*  

Obviously if  we put y=0 in (7) the resulting 
equation may be solved for a by Horner's method., The 
value obtained may then be substituted in (6) and the 
corresponding values of b for thecomplex roots a+ib 
of (l)obtained.,  This gives a very easy alksfeEaic^ 
solution of (1).,  There is,  to be sure, the easier 
method which consists of finding the one real root of 
the cubic and then depressing i t  to a quadratic and 
solving the latter. ,  

EXAMPLE 

As an il lustration of how the imaginary branches 
l ie in space they are given below in red for x*~2x-4=0 

The projection of the imaginary branches on the 
xy plane is shown in (2). ,  I ts equation is y-.-8a a+8a-4..  

The projection of the imaginary branches on the 
Iy plane is not shown., 



Pictorial View of the Complete. Graph of 
y=x3— 2.x— 4-

(1) .  y~x 3 ~ y 2x-A 
(2.). y ~—Qc?+4-c\ — A-
Red curves are the 
imaginary  bran ches  
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(1). .  y=, x3  - 2x -  4 
(.2).. y= -8a3 + 8a - 4 
(3)„ y= -4+ t/523_2 (-l-2b2) 

3 
The above special results come from the general 

results;,  

y= x3  + px + q 
y=. q -  8a3  - 2ap 

y=. q ± S/HE^IzZiT ~ 4b2) 
3 



Graphical v5oluf>on of y — x3-2x-4-
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The imaginary branches begin at the extreme points 

of the "elbows" of the cubic.,  Tbe equation for "a" is,  
however, continuous between these points -  from A to B 
in the two preceding graphs..  The interpretation to be 
placed on this is simple and consistent. ,  I t  is as 
follows;. 

Values of a in the interval .AB g ive when substi
tuted in (6) imaginary values of b.,  Since by hypoth
esis b is real and measured perpendicular to the x-axis, 
imaginary values would consistently be measured per
pendicular to the I-axis which would be parallel to 
the x-axis giving points on the ifisl branch of y=f£x) 
(equation (2) ) in the interval JIB., 

For example if  y= - 4 in x s-2x-4 = y 
b=+/^^ t  By reference to the graph of page 
24 i t  is seen' that these points correspond to the 
three points on f(x)=y where y=. - 4.,  It  should be 
noted that three values of a correspond to y=r4 and the 
related points on y=f(x) are Ef, and E., Thus;; 

b=+ . ,7i = C and D 
b=±l . ,4i = C and E 
b=+ , ,7i = E and D 

THE QU.ARTIC 

Given aox4+aiX s+a2X2+asX+a4 0 (!) 
Put (1) in the form 

x4+px2+qx+r = 0 (2) :  

Set x4+px2+qx+r = y (3) 
.Assume x a+bi (4) 
Then 
a 4 + 6  a 2  ( b i )  2 + 4 a L k i  )  3 + ( b i  )  4 + p  a 2 + 2 p  a t i r p b  2 + q a + q t i + i ^ - y - 0  

(5) 
From (5) 
a4-6a2b2+b4+g^2-pb2  +ga+r-y = 0 (6) 

A at F 
A at D 
A at G 
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4aab-4ab8+2abp+bq = 0 (7): 

f r o m  ( 7 )  . . .  
b  =- 4a (8), 

y (9) from (6) '  and (8) 4a*+2a*p+^ £  +r 4 .  ib a 
Obviously tne graphical (or algebraic): solution 

of (9) for a (when y= 0^ and then the use of (8) gives 
all the complex roots of (2)v 

It is important to note that it  is not necessary 
to obtain b as a function of y.,  We can obtain y as 
an explicit function of "a"., Thensince "bH  is an ex
plicit function of a we may proceed as follows;; Fill  

out the following table by assigning values to a.and 
computing y and b.,  

I s ctS 

This same method is used in the quintic,.  

It may be pointed out here that the transformation 
which removes the second term of the equation, as in 
the cubic, the quartic, the quintic, etc.. ,  need not be 
used., It is merely a convenience to do this.,  

3 -2L -/  0 t 1 1 

V 
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For example if  tee quartic eas tee form 
x*+px s+qx2+ix+s =0 

we obtain* 
r — + 3a2p +2a8  +aq 

b 2  = 2- :  1  

2a+p 

C4a* ( a+p) + aq+|] C4a( a+p) 2+p q+ aq--] 
ir -IT - • ^ . — s g—y 

(2a+p)4  

These last may be used as were the simpler e-
quations obtained by removing ttie term x4 . ,  

We may proceed similarly for the quintic and 
nigher equations.,  

EXAMPLE 

(10) 
(.2) 

(9) 

(11) 

(8) 

(1.2) 

Given x*-42x s+64x+105 =. y 
Since x*+pxa+qx+r =. y<, 

y =. -4 a*-2a4p~ + r  

becomes y =. i-4a*+84a2~*336+-^ 
a 
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y -100 0 -497 -64Q -567 -384 -175 0 105 128 
x -  8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2-1 0 1 
table continued 

y 81 0 -55 0 273 
x 2  3  4 . 5  6  

Since (11) contains only even powers of a, 
the values of y below will be the same for correspond
ing negative values of a.,  

y +6067 +671 +167 0 -54,3. 0 124,.5 
a 4.2 .. ,.5 .,75 1 1..5 .2 3 
b ±7v;68 +4,.36 +3..35 9..4 Imaginary 
table continued 
£ 0 -224 -726 -1119 -2489 ® 
a 4 4..5 5 5..5 • 6 0 
b > ±1. .67 +P...68 ±3..34 

Since b is imaginary for values of a from 1 to 
4 inclusive and for negative values of a from 0 to -  4 
inclusive, the following are needed., 

a —5 —5..5 
b ±..89 +2..44 



Pictorial Representation of 
y- x—42x2+ 

29 

Real branches in black. 

J-

Red curvefy= -4-c?+ 34-az—33 6+" 

£3/ue curves, imaginary branches. 

256 
a' 



so 
T&e equation x*-42x*+64x+105=0 has no imaginary 

roots..  The graph of page gives a good idea of the 
real graph,, the auxiliary "a" curve and the imaginary 
branches for the complete quartic curve which has no 
special irregularit ies. .  By increasing ar decreasing 
the constant term the entire graph would be raised or 
lowered and intersect the Ix plane in fa^r points..  
Of these either two or four might be complex.. ,  Ob
viously no matter how much the graph is lowered there 
would always be at least two real roots..  For values 
of a giving the part .ABCD th e values of b are imaginary.,  
These correspond to points on the real branch y=f(x) ;  

! 

on the portion KRLD., 
The imaginary branches projected onthe I* plane 

resemble parabolas. ,  This is not always the case.,  
When two "elbows" of the curve approach each other and 
vanish two imaginary branches approach each other and 
merge becoming, roughly speaking, of hyperbolic form., 
The next example i l lustrates this. ,  I t  is taken fro® 
Murphy's Theory of Equations page 125 where i t  is used 
to illustrate ihis method of determining the complex 
roots of equations by means of recurring series1 6 . ,  

i 
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(1): 
(2): 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

' \  
•  ( 6 ) 1  

M 

— =. 4x*+l.,  .  Whence x = ? == - ; ,63 
dx 2 

y=5.x4+x+10 

x _3 .2 -1 > rl -i 0 1 I 2 2 
y 88 24 13.,5 10 9.,5 . 0 12 16.,5 28 94 

y J'6.,2 llr .5 10..6 10..4 10..2 -9.,65 
a .JL . ..2 ,;.3 • ..4 ..5 ..6 
ib 1..5 • 1..13 ..92 ..88 - &c86 ..87 
a -a - . .2 -..3 ~..4 -..5 -..6 
+b Imaginary ~ -  _ -  -  __ _ 0 

(table Continued); '  :  
? 9.16 8.5 7.5 6..06 4..2 1..74 -10..2 
a ..7 .JS .,9 1.. 4.4 1..27 1..5 
+b .,84 , ..93 1..08 1.41 1.J.9 1..28 1..55 
a -..7 -..8 -..9 -10 -1.4 -1..2 • -1..5, 
ib .,14 ..33 '..54 ..86 ..99 1..03 i.,44 

For x4+px*+qx+r -.  Q 
We nave 4a4+2a2p+-4j—r-y P+S. 

4 11 .  
If x4+x+lO =. 0 

(2) becomes • y =. -4 a4+10+~"- s  
loa 

For (1): b =. +/ & + a" + 7 
2 4a 

For (3), (5) becomes /  " 
b =. ±/ a* + ta 

The only extreme point is given byt; 
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Pictorial Representation 
As before _y=—4-a?+10 + ftja* 

and b= ± 

Xg=1.25+1.3L 
xj=l .Z5-1 .3 i  
xM=-i.25+1.17i 
^=-1.25-1.171 
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b " Curve: for y =X4+A + I 
£>= ±- \fcf+%Z. 

Y 

20 
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The  nex t  examp le  i s  t a ken  f rom P h i l l i p s  and  B eebe 1 s  
Graph i c  A lgeb ra  page  137 . .  I t  i l l u s t r a t e s  t he  ca se  where  
one  o r  so r e  o f  t h e  c omple x  b r anc hes ,  wh i ch  a r e  u s ua l l y  
d o ub ly  cu rved ,  become s  a  p l a ne  cu rve . .  I t  a l so  i l l u s 
t r a t e s  t h e  po in t  t h a t  c a r e  mu s t  b e  ex e r c i s ed  i n  us in g  
t he  equa t i o n  

b =. ±/ P + a* + S 
2  4 a  

i f  q  and  a  be c ome  ze ro  a t  t h e  sam e  t im e . .  These  cu r ve s  
a r e  show n  s i de  by  s ide ,  a  p i c to r i a l  v i ew  be ing  d i f f 
icult to make clear.. Obviously the roots of x4+x£ + a=0 
wh e re  a  i s  any  c on s t an t  c a n  be  ob t a ined  f rom t he  g r aph . ,  



Given y=x*+x* ,  
As before y=-4a4-2a2-4 
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b = t i/^i + a2 (if a ?.b) 
Tf a = 0, we proceed thus-;}. 

y =. - 4a«-2aV J% * r 

b *  =  !  +  * "  +  4 a '  

x4+x2  80 39 .20 2 0 .2 
x 3 -'! • -2 -1 0 i 

62 
i  
xa i  

-4a4-2a2~2 
A 
±b 

, • > .. . ' 

) 

-29'i 
i l  
2 

-7.22 
.2 
2.;i2 

-1 
•i.  • a .  
'.,43 

Solving (8) fo r4a * an d - substituting in (9) gives 
y a  b4-b's (when a = 0) 

?  Hence when a = 0, y = b'4-b'2  we have the following:; 

~!« * 0 . 0 2iJ 12 
-b 2 -'! -1 1 -I -2 0 2 'I 111 2 

-  a  o  0  0  0  0  0  0 . 0  0  0  0  0  0  

(9) 

(8) 

20 39 80 i« 7  H  
O 5 Q 1 '•» ' A ' g  O £ 2 

-4a4-2aa-« -72i' -2'9'« -6i 
a r ~"i 2 ~"1 0 
+b (b=Va2  + J) '  ,2«12 2.,  1 *,11 ^707 
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Projection of the Imaginary Branches of 
y=x4+ x2 

on the XY and IY Planes 
(1)  y  x* 
(2)y=-A- a4-£az-V4 
(3)  a=0 

(A-)  y  = b*-b2 

(5) b = — 
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x®+pxa+qx*+TX+.t = 0 (1) 
Let x= a+bi then (2): 

a5 +5£l£fe)*10 a3 ( h)?nQj£(±]iY* +5a( W+Lih.)5 

+P ( aa+3fiiki+3a(ib )-2+ik) ; S  

,+ q(a2+&aki+(ib.) 2) +ra+cife.+t = 0 (3) 
~a8"-10a8b2+5ab4*pa8—3apb2+a sq~b sq+ra+t = 0 (4) 

and 5a4b-10a2b8+b8+3a2bp~pb8+2abq+bi = 0 (5) 
Then 5a4—10a2b 2+b4+3a2p—pb2+2aq+r =, 0 (6) 

Eliminating b4  between (4) and (6);}  

(6)« 5a, 25a8-50a8b2+5ab4+15a8p-5ab 2p+10a2q+5ar = 0 (7)  
(7)-(4), 24a s-"iQalt2-pa s^ 15a p-Safefp +9a2qjg+4 a r~1= 0 (8) 

b 2(40a8+2ap—q)»24a8  +i4a8p+9a2q+4ar—t (9); 

b'gbi » 24ag  +14a8p,+9a"2q+4ar~t 
"  40 a8+2ap-q ^ ( i 0 ) :  

- , <We now eliminate b between (6) and (10) obtaining 
fe4~(10a2+p)b2+l|a4+3at2p+2q+r =0 (11) 
From (4) and (iO) 
5ab 4—(I0as+3ap+q)b 2+aB+^a8+qa2+ra+t = 0 (12): 

• • % '• . / . .. 

For x8-25x8+20x2+84x-80 =. 0 (13) 
we o btain from (12) 
5ab4-b2(l0a8-75a+20)+a6-25a3+20a2+84a-80 = 0 (14) 
and from ^10) 

6a4-3as-86a2+88a+40 
bS =- 5(2a*-a-2) (15^ 

It may be observed here that a common factor a+J 
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appears in the numerator and denominator of the fraction 
obtained in ^10)* wh en p, q, r ,  and t  are substituted 
from ^13). .  The equation v  

2aVa-2 == 0 
has the roots Hence ^14) and (15) :  become 

4 
infinite at a = 1.,28 and a = -. .78.,  These asymtotic 
l ines are shown in the graph page Hd 

y = x6-25xa+20x2+84x-8Q 

y -2240 0 417 280 0 -120 min 114 
x -6 -5 -4 -3.,5 -3 -2 -1 -.,84 -.,5 

(table continued^ 
y -80 36 0 .15 0 ""80 -92 0 840 
x 6 ..5 1 JL.J5 2 3 3.,3 4 5 

b2 « ( 6 a4-3 aa-8 6 a2+88 a+ 40) * (10 a 2-5 a-10) 
y * 5ab4l-b£(l0aa-75a+20) + a8-25a3+20x2+84x-80 

a -5 -4 -3 -2 -i.,2 -1 -..8 -..78 -.,6 -.,5 
y 559 00 -1370 -85 

~b2 5.,9 r.24 - - - <*> +12.,45 4..95 
+b 

(table continued) 

a -..4 0 -£5 .,7 1 i.JL iv<2 1..3 
y " 0 -40 [-52 0 45.,2 i860 
b*2 13..4 -..77 -4 - - -9 - - +48..7 
+b 
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(table continued) 

a 1..4 1..5 2 2..5 3 3| 4 
y -10..3 46..7 -616 38 0 -188 844 
5* - - - - - +S'_83 +2..77 



Pictorial Representation of y=x-25x3+2.OxPQ4-x-&0 
Ffed Curve, y=5abA— b*(10d?-7Sa+Z0)-t-ar— +• 2Oa1 -+ 84-a. — 

6<f-.3<a3-a6a*+<3<5a+40 
Blue Curves, b = 5(Zd-<x~2-0) 
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THE SEXTIC 

x8+px4+qx3+rx2+tx+s = 0 (l) 
Let x = a+ib and we obtain 
6a6—20a3b2+6ab4+4a3p-4ab2p+3a2q-b2q+2a+t = 0 (2) 
—b 8+(15 a 2+p ) b 4+(—15 a*-6 a 2p-3a2 q-r ) b'2 

+a#+pa*+qa3+ra2+ta+s =. 0 (3) 
Here we can eliminate b#  between (2) and (3) giving 

equation (4).,  Tnen between (2) and (4) we can elim
inate b4  giving equation (5)This last can be solved 
for b2  giving equation (6), and tne result substituted - '  
in (3).,  Tnis gives the "a" equation..  The value ©f 
b2  in terms of a given by (6) gives the necessary 
equations..  1  

We can of course solve (2) for b2  by quadratics 
and substitute the result in (3)..  

We can use Sylvester1  s method of elimination..  
The method first outlined has been found easier 

in practice than the others..  

CONCLUSIONS 

The value of the method here presented for obtainr 
ing complex roots of equations l ies first of ail  in its 
generality..  The cubic, quartic, quintic and sextic 
are treated by the same method.. The short methods 
fail  for one case of the quartic and entirely for the 
quintic..  

The method is closely analagous to that for real 
roots..  Where the real graph cuts the x-axis giving 
real roots we have the imaginary branches (the real 

also 
branchJ :  piercing the lb plane giving all  the roots 
whether real or complex..  This renders i t  valuable for 
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didactic purposes..  The value of reaj.  graphs in the 
exposition of the theory of equations can not be 
overestimated..  The use of graphs of t*he imaginary 
branches would be even more illuminating..  The method 
here used displays the totality of values which make 
y real in y=f (x).,  This brings the complex roots out 
of a mysteriousjuncharteste! realm and renders them 
tangible and visible..  

Certain purely mathematical facts or theorems 
may be pointed out..  

(aft The "a" curve always passes through the 
extreme points of the real curve y=f(x). .  

(b) If n is the degree of the equation the "a" 
curve crosses the x~axis -r t imes if  n is even and n-1 2 
— t i m e s  i f  n  i s  o d d . .  

tc); If in y=f(x) we put x=. a+ib we obtain 
F * t M ) 0  ( l ) ;  X  R e a l s  3  0 )  
F*(a, b) = (2) (Imaginaries = $)• 

Now i f  ba  be obtained from (l) and (.2): i ts 
value substituted in (l) will give the required "a" 
curve (the one passing through the extreme points of 
y£f (x)). .  If b* be substituted in (2)- however the 
resulting "a" curve is not the required one.,  

Proof;3  For the first quartic graphed the two 
equations are:j 
5 ab 4—b * (10 as—7 5 a+.20 ) + a5-25 a s+8 4 a-80 « 0 (3)-
Sa4~"75aa+40a+84+(25~10aa)ba+b4  = 0 (4) 

Now at the extreme points b = 0., Put b=0 in 
(3) and (4) and remember that a=x so far as plotting 
purposes are concerned and we see that (3) passes 
through the extreme points of y-.fXxj) and (4) does not..  
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